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NEW QUESTION: 1
When performing a strategic risk assessment of the storage
infrastructure, you discover a risk scenario and have proposed
several risk reduction strategies. Which two measurements
differentiate the strategies? (Choose two.)
A. Risk transfer
B. Optimal loss estimate
C. Cost of control
D. Revised severity level
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: A
Explanation:
The host can only be accessed through vCenter Server. If SSH or
the ESXi Shell is enabled, running sessions for accounts in the
DCUI.Access advanced option and for Exception User accounts
that have administrator privileges remain enabled. All other
sessions are terminated.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an on-premises network that includes a Microsoft SQL
Server instance named SQL1.
You create an Azure Logic App named App1.
You need to ensure that App1 can query a database on SQL1.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
To access data sources on premises from your logic apps, you

can create a data gateway resource in Azure so that your logic
apps can use the on-premises connectors.
Box 1: From an on-premises computer, install an on-premises
data gateway.
Before you can connect to on-premises data sources from Azure
Logic Apps, download and install the on-premises data gateway
on a local computer.
Box 2: From the Azure portal, create an on-premises data
gateway
Create Azure resource for gateway
After you install the gateway on a local computer, you can then
create an Azure resource for your gateway.
This step also associates your gateway resource with your Azure
subscription.
* Sign in to the Azure portal. Make sure you use the same Azure
work or school email address used to install the gateway.
* On the main Azure menu, select Create a resource &gt;
Integration &gt; On-premises data gateway.
* On the Create connection gateway page, provide this
information for your gateway resource.
* To add the gateway resource to your Azure dashboard, select
Pin to dashboard. When you're done, choose Create.
Box 3: From the Logic Apps Designer in the Azure portal, add a
connector After you create your gateway resource and associate
your Azure subscription with this resource, you can now create
a connection between your logic app and your on-premises data
source by using the gateway.
* In the Azure portal, create or open your logic app in the
Logic App Designer.
* Add a connector that supports on-premises connections, for
example, SQL Server.
* Set up your connection.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-ga
teway-connection
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Answer: A
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